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Abstract

Real-time hybrid simulation is an experimental method used to obtain the dynamic

response of a system whose components consist of loading-rate-sensitive physical and

numerical substructures. The coupling of these substructures is achieved by actua-

tion systems, i.e., an arrangement of motors or actuators, which are responsible for

continuously synchronizing the interfaces of the substructures and are commanded in

closed-loop control setting. To ensure high fidelity of such hybrid simulations, per-

forming them in real-time is necessary. However, real-time hybrid simulation poses

challenges as the inherent dynamics of the actuation system introduce time delays, thus

modifying the dynamic response of the investigated system and hence compromising

the simulation’s fidelity and trust in the obtained response quantities. Therefore, a

reference tracking controller is required to adequately compensate for such time delays.

In this study, a novel tracking controller is proposed for dynamics compensation

in real-time hybrid simulations. It is based on an adaptive model predictive control

approach, a linear time-varying Kalman filter, and a real-time model identification al-

gorithm. Within the latter, auto-regressive exogenous polynomial models are identified

in real-time to estimate the changing plant dynamics and used to update the predic-

tion model of the tracking controller. A parametric virtual real-time hybrid simulation

case study is used to validate the performance and robustness of the proposed control

scheme. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller for real-time
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hybrid simulations.

Keywords: real-time hybrid simulation, adaptive model predictive control, Kalman

filter, real-time model identification, dynamic response, actuation dynamics

compensation.

1. Introduction1

Hybrid simulation (HS), sometimes also called hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) or2

system-in-the-loop testing, is an experimental method used to obtain the dynamic3

response of a prototype system whose model consists of numerical (NS) and physical4

substructures (PS). The so-called hybrid model is obtained by the coupling of NS and5

PS. Such coupling is achieved using an efficient interface data exchange system and an6

actuation system, i.e., an arrangement of motors or actuators, which are responsible for7

continuously synchronizing the interfaces of the substructures and are commanded in8

a closed-loop control setting. HS is based on a step-by-step numerical solution of the9

equations governing the motion of the hybrid model [1]. In more detail, in each time10

step of HS, the NS generates a command that needs to be tracked by the PS to preserve11

synchronization of the substructures’ boundary conditions. The dynamic response of12

the PS is then measured using appropriate sensors and fed back to the NS to establish13

the state of the hybrid model and advance the HS to the next time step.14

HS is a desirable dynamic response testing technique since it combines the versatility15

and risk-free testing of numerical simulations along with the realism of experimental16

campaigns. However, ensuring high fidelity of hybrid dynamic response simulations17

of a loading-rate-sensitive prototype often necessitates performing HS in real-time.18

Real-time hybrid simulation (RTHS) poses several challenges. One challenge arises19

from complex NS because of the computational power required to compute the NS20

response on time, i.e., within the HS time step. For example, to adequately capture21

the dynamic response of high dimensional and/or nonlinear numerical models, it is22

common practice to decrease the time step of the NS simulation which increases the23

demanded computational power. Not completing the computations to establish the state24

of the NS on time introduces delays and risks distorting the time scale of HS. In such25
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cases, model order reduction of the NS is a very effective countermeasure [2, 3].26

Another challenge in RTHS originates from the PS, specifically from the actuation27

system, as its inherent dynamics introduce time delays thatmodify the dynamic response28

of the PS and hence compromise the fidelity of the entire HS. Addressing this challenge29

is the focus of this paper.30

Various control schemes for dynamics compensation in RTHS exist in the literature.31

A selection of such schemes is presented below. An initial approach has been developed32

by Horiuchi using a polynomial extrapolation algorithm [4], which was afterwards33

extended into an adaptive scheme [5, 6]. Compensation for the phase shift of the34

actuation system, via phase-lead compensators, was also proposed by various authors35

[7, 8, 9]. Inverse compensation is another technique used in RTHS, in which an inverse36

model of the actuation system is employed as a feedforward compensator [10, 11]. In37

order to improve the robustness of RTHS in the presence of experimental uncertainties,38

adaptive compensation strategies were developed aiming at estimating in real-time the39

controller parameters [12, 13, 14, 15]. �∞ loop shaping control schemes were also40

proposed as an alternative robust approach [16, 17]. Additionally, a feedforward-41

feedback control scheme based on linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) and Kalman filter42

was developed for controlling both single and multi-actuation setups [18, 19]. Amodel-43

based sliding mode control approach has also been developed for RTHS making use44

of a reduced plant [20]. Recently, a control scheme based on model predictive control45

(MPC) [21] was also presented.46

As shown in [21], MPC is an effective control strategy for RTHS. A key advantage of47

MPC is its ability to perform optimization in real-time aswell as satisfying constraints of48

the examined system, e.g., actuation system capacity limitations. However, in MPC the49

real-time optimization is performed based on predictions of the future dynamic response50

of the system under control. Therefore, the performance of the optimization depends51

on the accuracy of the predictions. Classical MPC utilizes a prediction model, e.g., a52

linear time-invariant (LTI) dynamic model, for these predictions. In case the dynamics53

of the examined system are highly nonlinear or linear with time-varying parameters,54

the predictions from a LTI model may not be accurate and thus the performance of55

MPC will be degraded. In this regard, an adaptive MPC is a suitable solution, since56
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the LTI model used to predict the dynamic response of the controlled system is adapted57

during the simulation in order to capture the changing dynamics of the system under58

control (the co-called plant). Some of the common practices for model updating in59

MPC include real-time system identification and successive linearization [22, 23].60

This study presents a novel tracking controller for dynamics compensation in RTHS61

extending the classical MPC of [21] to an adaptive scheme. It is based on the adaptive62

MPC approach, a linear time-varying Kalman filter, and a real-timemodel identification63

algorithm. Within the latter, auto-regressive exogenous (ARX) polynomial models are64

identified in real-time to estimate the changing plant dynamics and used to update the65

prediction model of the adaptive MPC. A parametric virtual RTHS case study is used66

to demonstrate and validate the performance and robustness of the proposed controller.67

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the tracking controller.68

Section 3 introduces the virtual RTHS case study where the proposed controller is69

developed, validated and demonstrated. Section 4 discusses the obtained results and70

Section 5 presents the overall conclusions of this study.71

2. The tracking controller72

In this section, the individual components of the proposed tracking controller are73

described. As mentioned above, these correspond to the adaptive MPC, the linear time-74

varying Kalman filter and a real-time model identification algorithm used to update the75

prediction model of the MPC. Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of the controller.76

The plant corresponds to the system under control. The latter is addressed in more77

detail in Section 3.78

2.1. Adaptive model predictive control79

In the MPC approach, the current control action is calculated by solving, in each80

control interval, a finite horizon optimization problem utilizing the current state of the81

plant as its initial conditions. The outcome of this optimization is an optimal control82

sequence. The first control action of this sequence is used in the current control interval83

[24, 25]. Control intervals are sets of consecutive time steps, obtained from a sampling84
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Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed tracking controller.

frequency that the MPC uses internally. Essentially, a MPC solves a finite horizon85

optimization problem similar to �∞ and LQR control techniques. A fundamental86

difference nevertheless lies in the fact that MPC solves it in real-time; namely, at each87

control interval a new optimization problem in a receding horizon approach is solved.88

Therefore, the control actions are updated in real-time, while in classical optimal control,89

e.g., LQR, the optimization is solved offline and thus the control law is defined prior90

to the simulation and remains constant. Additionally, MPC offers the capability of91

satisfying hard constraints regarding the inputs, outputs and/or states of the plant while92

solving the optimization problem in real-time [26].93

AMPC encompasses four elements, namely the prediction model, the performance94

index (or the cost function), the constraints, and a solver used to compute the control95

actions. The prediction model constitutes the core of the MPC as it is used to predict96

the future plant outputs based on information available up to the current time instant,97

e.g., previous and current inputs/outputs, and on the future control actions [27]. As98

mentioned above, the overall performance ofMPC is directly influenced by the responses99

of the prediction model. Therefore, this model should capture the dynamics of the plant100

as accurately as possible. Although the MPC updates the control actions in real-time,101

the controller is still not adaptive in its structure, e.g., the prediction model remains102

the same. Updating the prediction model in real-time results in the so-called adaptive103

MPC.104
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Figure 2. MPC structure of the tracking controller. Figure 3. MPC methodology.

Figure 2 displays the structure of the MPC and Figure 3 illustrates its methodology.105

In more details, the prediction model predicts at each control interval : the next plant106

outputs Ĥ(: + 8 |:), 8 = 0, . . . , % for every time instant 8 within a prediction horizon %.107

The notation Ĥ(: + 8 |:) correspond to the output at the time instant : + 8 evaluated at108

: . The control sequence I)
:
= [D(: |:)) . . . D(: + 8 |:)) . . . D(: + % − 1|:)) ] includes109

the sequence of future control actions D(: + 8 |:). At each : , a new control sequence is110

computed optimizing a new cost function expressed by:111

J∗ (A: , Ĥ: , I: ) =
=H∑
9=1

%∑
8=1

{
FH 9 [A 9 (: + 8 |:) − Ĥ 9 (: + 8 |:)]

}2+ (1)

=D∑
9=1

%−1∑
8=0

{
FD 9 [D 9 (: + 8 |:) − D 9 (: + 8 − 1|:)]

}2
,

where =H is the number of plant outputs, =D the number of plant inputs, A 9 (: + 8 |:) the112

reference value to be tracked at the 8-th time instant step from the 9-th plant output,113

Ĥ 9 (: +8 |:) the predicted value of the 9-th plant output at the 8-th time instant, D 9 (: +8 |:)114

the 9-th plant input at the 8-th time instant, FH 9 the tuning weight of the 9-th plant output115

and FD 9 the tuning weight of the 9-th plant input. The %, FH 9 and FD 9 parameters of116

Eq. (1) are computed offline and remain constant in the work presented herein.117

In addition, an output disturbance 3 and a measurement noise model = are used in118

the proposed tracking controller. They are implemented as additive to the plant outputs,119

representing potential disturbances and sensor noise that could be present in RTHS. The120
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models of the disturbance 3 and the noise = are expressed in state-space, as described121

in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively:122

G3 (: + 1) = �3G3 (:) + �3D3 (:) (2)

3 (:) = �3G3 (:) + �3D3 (:),

G= (: + 1) = �=G= (:) + �=D= (:) (3)

=(:) = �=G= (:) + �=D= (:),

where �3 , �3 , �3 , �3 and �=, �=, �=, �= arematrices associated with the disturbance123

3 and noise = respectively. The inputs to these state-space models, namely D3 for the124

disturbance and D= for the noise, are Gaussian variables with zero mean and unit125

variance.126

The control sequence I: is computed at the beginning of each control interval in127

the optimizer (see Figure 2). The cost function of Eq. (1) is formulated into a Quadratic128

Programming (QP) problem [28, 29] and this is what the optimizer eventually solves.129

The QP formulation admits:130

min
G
( 1
2
G)�G + 5 ) G) (4)

subject to �G ≤ 1, (5)

where the �G ≤ 1 inequality represents the applied constraints, G the solution vector131

and � its Hessian matrix. The vectors � and 1 define the constraints, and 5 is a vector132

computed using:133

5 =  G(: |:)) G(: |:) +  A (: |:)) A (: |:) +  D(: |: − 1)) D(: |: − 1), (6)

where A (: |:) is the reference signal at the current control interval, D(: |: − 1) is the134

applied control action in the previous control interval and  a weighting factor. For a135

more comprehensive review of QP, the reader is encouraged to consult [30, 31].136
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In the proposed tracking controller, the QP problem of Eqs. (4) and (5) is solved137

employing an active-set solver which applies the KWIK algorithm [32]. The latter is a138

built-in QP solver from the Model Predictive Toolbox of MATLAB, used in this study139

to compute the control law sequence [33].140

The utilized adaptive MPC algorithm is summarized as follows:141

1. Prediction step: Considering a discrete time multiple-input-multiple-output142

(MIMO) system that represents a linearized model of the plant, the prediction143

model in state-space formulation at the control interval : follows:144

G? (: + 1) = �:?G? (:) + �:?D(:) (7)

H? (:) = �:?G? (:) + �:?D(:),

where �:? , �:? , �:? and �:? are matrices associated with the prediction model at145

the control interval : , representing the plant dynamics. The disturbance and146

noise models of Eqs. (2) and (3) respectively, are assumed to be additive to147

the measured plant output H signal in Figure 1, and hence the latter admits:148

H(:) = H? (:) + 3 (:) + =(:).149

2. Identification step: At each control interval : , an ARX polynomial model of150

the plant is identified and used to adapt the prediction model of MPC, i.e., the151

matrices �:? , �:? , �:? and �:? , (see Section 2.3 for a more detail description of152

the algorithm).153

3. Update step: At each control interval : , the ! and" vectors of the Kalman filter154

are updated to be consistent with the adapted prediction model (see Section 2.2).155

4. Optimization step: Using the current state estimates and predicted plant outputs156

from the Kalman filter (Eqs. (16) and (19)), the MPC solves the optimization157

problem described by Eq. (1) for the current control interval ::158

min
I:

J∗ (A: , Ĥ: , I: ) (8)

subject to D 9<8=
≤ D 9 ≤ D 9<0G

, (9)
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where the above constraints represent safety limits regarding input signals to the159

actuation system.160

5. Control step: The control sequence I)
:
= [D(: |:)) . . . D(: + 8 |:)) . . . D(: +%−161

1|:)) ] for the current control interval is computed and its first control action is162

applied to the plant.163

6. Steps 1-5 are repeated till completion of the RTHS.164

If the control interval coincides with the sampling frequency of RTHS, then at165

the next time step of RTHS a new optimization will be performed and a new control166

sequence will be computed taking into account the new information available, e.g.,167

disturbance, noise, introduced in that time step. When the control interval is larger than168

the RTHS time step, i.e., includes several time steps, then the first control action of169

step 5 will be applied as long as the ongoing control interval lasts. Therefore, reducing170

the time steps in the control interval would result in a more robust MPC. However, the171

smaller the control interval the more the optimizations that must be performed, thus in-172

creasing the computational load. In this regard, a higher dimensional prediction model,173

that could potentially capture more accurately the plant dynamics, would increase the174

performance of MPC as the predictions would be more accurate. Nevertheless, a higher175

dimensional model would require additional computational power. Consequently, taken176

the aforementioned points into consideration, there exist a trade-off between controller177

accuracy and its computational performance and simulation model accuracy and its178

computational performance.179

2.2. Linear time-varying Kalman filter180

As mentioned above, the performance of the MPC depends on the accuracy of the181

predicted plant outputs. In order to provide the MPC with low-noise plant outputs, a182

Kalman filter is used. Furthermore, the Kalman filter provides estimates of the plant183

outputswhen there are none available from the plant sensors. Since the predictionmodel184

of the MPC is adapted in real-time, the gain vectors of the Kalman filter also need to185

be adapted in real-time, resulting in a linear time-varying Kalman filter. Considering186

Eqs. (7), (2) and (3), the state-space formulation including the plant dynamics, the187

disturbance and noise model follows:188
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G2 (: + 1) = �:2G2 (:) + �:2D2 (:) (10)

Ĥ(:) = �:2 G2 (:) + �:2D2 (:),

where189

�:2 =


�:? 0 0

0 �3 0

0 0 �=


, �:2 =


�:? 0 0

0 �3 0

0 0 �=


, (11)

�:2 =

[
�:? �3 �=

]
, �:2 =

[
�:? �3 �=

]
,

G)2 =

[
G)? G)

3
G)=

]
and D)2 =

[
D) D)

3
D)=

]
.

�:? , �:? , �:? and �:? matrices are updated in real-time while �3 , �3 , �3 and �3 and190

�=, �=, �= and �= of Eqs. (2) and (3) are considered constant during RTHS. The G2 ,191

D2 vectors contain the states and inputs of the plant ?, the disturbance 3 and noise192

=, respectively. The weighting coefficients &, ', # of the Kalman filter are constant193

during RTHS and are computed from the following expectations:194

& = E
[
33)

]
, ' = E

[
==)

]
, # = E

[
3=)

]
. (12)

Figure 1 displays the interconnection of the Kalman filter within the proposed tracking195

controller. In more detail, at each control interval : , the G2 states are estimated as196

follows:197

1. Gain computations: The gain vectors !, " of the Kalman filter are updated to198

be consistent with the adapted prediction model:199

!: =

(
�:2%

: |:−1�:
)

2 + #
) (
�:2 %

: |:−1�:
)

2 + '
)−1
, (13)

": = %: |:−1�:
)

2

(
�:2 %

: |:−1�:
)

2 + '
)−1
, (14)

%:+1 |: = �:2%
: |:−1�:

)

2 −
(
�:2%

: |:−1�:
)

2 + #
)
!:

) +&, (15)
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where !: , ": denote the !, " gain vectors at the control interval : and %:+1 |:200

the state estimate error covariance matrix at : + 1, calculated with information201

obtained from the : control interval.202

2. Measurement update step: The current state estimate G2 (: |:) is adjusted with203

the latest measurements:204

G2 (: |:) = G2 (: |: − 1) + ":
[
H(:) − �:2 G2 (: |: − 1)

]
, (16)

where G2 (: |: − 1) denotes the state estimate from the : − 1 control interval.205

3. Prediction step: The state for the next, : + 1, control interval is estimated as:206

G2 (: + 1|:) = �:2G2 (: |: − 1) + �:21D(:) + !
:
[
H(:) − �:2 G2 (: |: − 1)

]
, (17)

where D(:) the control action used from (: − 1) till : , H(:) the plant output207

measured at : and �:
21 the first column of �:2 .208

Once the current state of the plant is estimated, the controller predicts plant outputs for209

the entire prediction horizon of the current control interval.210

1. For any successive time instant of the prediction horizon, 8 = 1, . . . , %, the211

predicted plant states are obtained by:212

G2 (: + 8 |:) = �:2G2 (: + 8 − 1|:) + �:21D(: + 8 − 1|:). (18)

2. The predicted plant output for 8 = 1, . . . , % is obtained by:213

Ĥ(: + 8 |:) = �:2 G2 (: + 8 |:). (19)

2.3. Real-time model identification algorithm214

At each control interval : , a real-time model identification algorithm is employed215

and ARX polynomial models [34] of the plant are identified and then used to update216

the prediction model of the MPC. The formulation of ARX polynomial models is the217

following:218
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�(@)H(C) = �(@)D(C) + 4(C), (20)

where @ is a time shift operator, �(@) = 1 + U1@
−1 + U2@

−2 + · · · + U=0@−=0, �(@) =219

11 + 12@
−1 + 13@

−2 + · · · + 1=1@−(=1−1) and D(C), H(C) and 4(C) the inputs, outputs and220

error respectively.221

The model identification is based on the recursive infinite-history algorithm [35]222

following:223

\ (C) = \ (C − 1) +  (C)
(
H(C) − Hpred (C |\)

)
, (21)

where224

\ (C) =
[
U1 (C) U2 (C) . . . U=0 (C) 11 (C) . . . 11= (C)

]
, (22)

corresponds to the identified parameters at time C, H(C) the measured plant output at C,225

Hpred (C |\) = k) (C)\ (C − 1) the prediction of H(C) accounting for measurements up to226

C − 1 and  (C) = &(C)k(C), where k(C) is the gradient of Hpred (C |\) and &(C) admits:227

&(C) = %(C − 1)
1 + k) (C)%(C − 1)k(C) , (23)

where228

%(C) = %(C − 1) + 1 − %(C − 1)k(C)k) (C)%(C − 1)
1 + k) (C)%(C − 1)k(C) . (24)

%(C) represents the covariance of parameter identification error with %(0) = 1.229

At each control interval, the parameters \ (C) are identified and the �(@), �(@)230

polynomial are converted to state-space formulation resulting in the �:? , �:? , �:? and �:?231

matrices used in Eq. (7).232

As mentioned earlier, a Kalman filter is used in the control scheme for state estima-233

tion and the recursive infinite-history algorithm for real-time parameter identification of234

the prediction model. As displayed in Figure 1, these are implemented as two separate235

blocks, in a decentralized approach. This approach offers the flexibility of the inde-236

pendent design of the state and the parameter estimation algorithms. Consequently, a237
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variety of combinations of different real-time model identification algorithms can easily238

be tested. A single joint algorithm, a centralized approach, featuring both state and239

parameter estimation could also be implemented, but this is not examined in this study.240

3. Case study241

To validate the performance and robustness of the proposed AMPC tracking con-242

troller, a parametric case study is utilized. To facilitate the design and testing of the243

controller, the hybridmodel is simulated virtually in the sense that all of its substructures244

are simulated numerically and thus virtual PS (vPS) are employed instead of physical245

specimens. In this section, the utilized performance metrics are defined first, then the246

problem formulation of the case study is introduced and, finally, the design properties247

of the tracking controller are addressed.248

3.1. Performance metrics249

To assess the performance of the controller, three metrics are defined. These are:250

1. Tracking time-delay, defined by the correlation between the reference signal A251

and plant output H:252

�1 =

(
arg max

:

(
Corr(A (8), H(8 − :))

) )
5RTHS [msec], (25)

where 5RTHS = 10 kHz is the sampling frequency of RTHS.253

2. Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) of the tracking error, denoted as:254

�2 =

√√√√√√√∑#
8=1

[
H(8) − A (8)

]2

∑#
8=1

[
A (8)

]2 × 100 [%]. (26)

3. Peak Tracking Error (PTE), denoted as:255

�3 =
max |H(8) − A (8) |

max |A (8) | × 100 [%]. (27)
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Above, �1 represents the maximum cross-correlation between the reference and the256

measured plant output. It is used to quantify how these two signals differ in time.257

Specifically, cross-correlation represents the number of time steps that the measured258

plant output should be shifted to match the reference. For �1 > 0 the measured plant259

output has a delay with respect to the reference, i.e., there is a tracking delay, while260

for �1 < 0 the measured plant output is leading the reference, i.e., overcompensation is261

occurring. Performance measure �2 establishes the level of how quantitatively different262

the reference and measured plant output are, considering the entire simulation period.263

Performance measure �3 represents the maximum tracking error. The objective of the264

tracking controller is to maintain �1, �2 and �3 as close to zero as possible [36].265

3.2. Problem formulation266

The case study prototype is a motorcycle. The hybrid model of the motorcycle267

is made of four NS and one vPS. The NS are: i) the engine, ii) the motorcycle body268

dynamics, iii) the rear wheel braking system and iv) the front wheel braking system. The269

vPS is the electrically continuously variable transmission (eCVT) of the motorcycle.270

The eCVT vPS corresponds to a MIMO model with two sets of one input / one271

output. The first set is connected to the motorcycle engine NS and the second one to the272

motorcycle body NS. The latter connection corresponds to the transmission output shaft273

of the motorcycle. The engine NS simulates the dynamics of the combustion engine. It274

is represented by a multi-input-single-output (MISO) model, with its inputs being the275

throttle percentage CℎA and the angular velocity of the engine l4= and its single output276

being the torque of the engine g4=. The motorcycle body NS represents the body or277

chassis dynamics of the motorcycle together with the dynamics of the wheels, tires and278

suspensions along with the road profile and the environmental driving conditions. It is279

represented by a MIMO model with 3 sets of one input / one output. The first set is280

connected to the eCVT vPS with the torque gE3 as input and the angular velocity lE3281

of the transmission output shaft as output. The second and third sets are linked to the282

rear and front wheel braking system NS respectively. Both braking systems are MISO283

models. The rear wheel braking system NS inputs are the angular velocity of the rear284

wheel lAF and the applied force on the brake pedal �1AAF while its single output is the285
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Figure 4. Hybrid model block diagram.

braking torque of the rear wheel gAF . Respectively, the front wheel braking system NS286

inputs are the angular velocity of the front wheell 5 F and the applied force on the brake287

lever �1A 5 F and its single output is the braking torque in the front wheel g 5 F . Figure 4288

illustrates the interconnections between NS and the vPS, while Figure 5 depicts the real289

eCVT PS that would be utilized in a non-virtual RTHS. To develop the substructures of290

the hybrid model, the multi-physics simulation software Simcenter Amesim was used.291

The report of [37] offers a thorough description of the utilized substructures along with292

the equations governing their motion. To interconnect and co-simulate all substructures293

as well as the RTHS algorithm in real-time, the Simcenter real-time platform was used.294

The forces applied on the brake pedal (to activate the rear wheel brakes) and the295

brake lever (to activate the front wheel brakes) are considered equal and expressed in296

Newton, �1AAF = �1A 5 F , and CℎA, �1AAF as defined in Eqs. (28) and (29) respectively.297

The maximum applied throttle is 0.5 (50%), which corresponds to half-open throttle. In298

Figure 6 the applied driving scenario of the case study is shown. The road profile, i.e.,299

height of the ground, is expressed by the ℎ(G) sinusoidal signal and follows Eq. (30),300

where G is the current motorcycle position in meters. The ambient wind velocity is301

considered to be zero. The simulation duration of the case study is 45 sec. A fourth-302

order Runge–Kutta (RK4) method with a fixed time step of 0.1 msec is used as the303

numerical integration scheme in the conducted RTHS of the dynamic response of the304

motorcycle virtual hybrid model during the driving scenario. Figure 7 displays some305

indicative dynamic responses of the virtual hybrid model of the motorcycle, excited306
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Figure 5. The eCVT test bench.
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Figure 6. Case study driving scenario.

under the driving scenario on the given road profile and in the given wind conditions.307

CℎA (C) =



0.125C , 5 ≤ C < 9

0.5 , 9 ≤ C ≤ 13

−0.125C , 13 < C ≤ 17

0 , elsewhere

(28)

�1AAF (C) =



10C , 20 ≤ C < 25

50 , 25 ≤ C ≤ 32

−10C , 32 < C ≤ 37

0 , elsewhere

(29)

ℎ(G) =


0 , 0 ≤ G ≤ 2

0.02
(
cos

( 2cG
3

)
− 1

)
, elsewhere

(30)
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Figure 7. Indicative hybrid model responses: (a) angular velocity of the rear wheel, (b) braking torque of

the rear wheel, (c) angular velocity of the transmission output shaft, (d) torque of the transmission output

shaft, (e) torque of the engine and (f) motorcycle velocity.

Because the eCVT vPS (the motorcycle transmission) has two inputs, g4= and lE3 ,308

two actuation systems would be required if the RTHS would be conducted physically;309
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hence two individual tracking controllers would be needed. However, without loss310

of generality and for the sake of simplicity, one actuation system/tracking controller is311

utilized as illustrated in Figure 4. It is applied between the eCVT vPS and the Engine NS312

as the interconnection between the two has the highest frequency content thus requiring313

the compensation for the RTHS to be as good as possible.314

The plant of the case study corresponds to the eCVT vPS actuation system, i.e., the315

inverter and the electric motor of Figure 4. Therefore, the plant output H of Figure 1316

corresponds to the torque of the engine g4= while the reference A signal to g4=ref .317

Measurements were conducted on the corresponding test bench at the testing facilities318

of Siemens Industry Software for the system identification of the inverter and the electric319

motor. This actuation system was identified as a second-order transfer function. Such320

system is represented in continuous time as follows:321

�< =
11B + 10

02B2 + 01B + 00
, (31)

where322

11 = 0, 10 = 00 = 5657, 02 = 1 and 01 = 78.62. (32)

It can also be expressed as �< = l2
=/(B2 + 2Zl=B + l2

=), with l= and Z its natural323

frequency and damping, respectively.324

In a study by Silva et al. [36], coefficients of variation of up to 5% and 7% of the325

plant’s natural frequency and damping, respectively, were identified after conducting326

several HS runs. These were mainly due to physical changes of the experimental setup327

after repeated testing. Therefore, in order to simulate potential variations of the plant328

�< used in this study, its natural frequencyl= and damping Z were selected to vary. To329

be conservative and expose the tracking controller to more severe conditions, l= and Z330

vary with a coefficient of variation of 15% and 17% respectively, during the simulation,331

every 0.25 seconds of the RTHS. The variations are implemented by changing the332

values of 10, 00. Particularly, 10, 00 ∼ N(5657, 1640.53) and 10 equals 00. Therefore,333

the goal of the real-time model identification algorithm, presented in Section 2.3 is to334

capture the applied variations of �< and to correctly identify its changing dynamics335
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and provide the MPC with the updated prediction model. Figures 9a-d illustrate in blue336

color the applied variations of �< over the simulation time. The initial values of �<337

are those of Eq. (32).338

Furthermore, to assess the robustness of the proposed tracking controller under339

various hybridmodel configurations, eleven parameters of themotorcycle virtual hybrid340

model are selected to vary. Table 1 provides an overview of these parameters. A uniform341

distribution is assigned to each chosen parameter. Their mean values and standard342

deviations are identified from [38, 39, 40] to reflect a range of possible parameter343

variations of the corresponding motorcycle components. The nominal parameter values344

for this case study are their mean values. Using the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS)345

method [41], 200 samples are obtained from each parameter and hence 200 hybrid346

model evaluations are performed. In contrast with 00, 10 parameters of �< that are347

varying in real-time, the parameters of Table 1 remain constant during each RTHS run,348

but their values are changed in every successive RTHS. For the scope of the presented349

study, 200 sample points are considered sufficient to adequately capture the underlying350

probability space and thus to expose the tracking controller towide parameter variations.351

The stability of the hybrid model was not affected by the variation of the plant dynamics352

and Table’s 1 parameters. This can be appreciated from the results presented in Table 2353

and Figure 8 of Section 4, as in each case the hybrid model response was stable.354

3.3. Tracking controller design properties355

The initialmatrices of the predictionmodel (�0
? , �

0
? , �

0
? and �0

? of Eq. (7)) coincide356

with the dynamics of the plant model of Eq. (31) and follow:357

�0
? =


0.96859 −0.0348

0.02519 0.9996

 , �0
? =


0.0031

0

 , (33)

�0
? =

[
0 11.0488

]
, �0

? =

[
0
]
.

The disturbance 3 and noise = models, described in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, are358

additive to the plant output and admit:359
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Parameter Description Distribution Mean
value

Standard
deviation Units

 AC

Vertical stiffness
rear tire Uniform 58570 11714 N/m

/AC

Vertical damping
rear tire Uniform 11650 3495 Ns/m

 5 C

Vertical stiffness
front tire Uniform 25000 5000 N/m

/ 5 C

Vertical damping
front tire Uniform 2134 640.2 Ns/m

 AB

Stiffness
rear suspension Uniform 125000 25000 N/m

/AB

Damping
rear suspension Uniform 10000 3000 Ns/m

 5 B

Stiffness
front suspension Uniform 19000 3800 N/m

/ 5 B

Damping
front suspension Uniform 1250 375 Ns/m

"
Motorcycle mass Uniform 300 6 Kg

�

Engine moment
of inertia Uniform 0.0115 0.0023 Kgm2

`

Engine coefficient
of viscous friction Uniform 0.001 0.00005 Nm/(rev/min)

Table 1. Motorcycle virtual hybrid model parameters with their assigned statistical distributions.
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G3 (: + 1) = G3 (:) + 0.0004D3 (:) (34)

3 (:) = G3 (:),

=(:) = D= (:), (35)

with �3 = 1, �3 = 0.0004, �3 = 1 and �3 = 0, while �= = 0, �= = 0, �= =360

0 and �= = 1. Recall that the inputs to the disturbance and noise models, i.e., D3 and361

D=, respectively, follow the standard Gaussian distribution, namely D3 , D= ∼ N(0, 1).362

According to Eqs. (10) and (11), the state-space formulation of the plant dynamics for363

: = 0, including the disturbance and noise model follows:364

�2 =



0.96859 −0.0348 0 0

0.02519 0.9996 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0


, �2 =



0.0031 0 0

0 0 0

0 0.0004 0

0 0 0


, (36)

�2 =

[
0 11.0488 1 0

]
, �2 =

[
0 0 1

]
,

The initial Kalman filter gain vectors admit:365

!0 =

[
0.157 0.917 0.398

])
1e−3, (37)

"0 =

[
0.195 0.912 0.398

])
1e−3.

The tuning weights of Eq. (1) are selected to be FH = 5.204 and FD = 0.096, while366

=D , =H equal to 1 as the plant is a single-input-single-output (SISO) model. Each control367

interval is obtained with a sampling frequency of 2.5 kHz and the prediction horizon is368

% = 10. The constraints of Eq. (9) represent safety limits regarding the plant input and369

admit:370

− 200 ≤ D ≤ 200 [Nm]. (38)
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4. Results and discussions371

Table 2 presents the performance metrics, �1, �2 and �3, of the proposed tracking372

controller for the aforementioned simulation and Figure 8 displays their normalized373

histograms.374

Nominal
Stochastic

Mean Values Standard Deviation

�1 [msec] 2.5 2.5 0

�2 [%] 0.32 0.34 0.01

�3 [%] 2.79 2.82 0.21

Table 2. Performance metrics results.

Figure 8. Normalized histograms of �1, �2 and �3, obtained from 200 virtual RTHS evaluations.

The nominal results of Table 2 refer to the case when the mean values of the parameters375

in Table 1 were used: hence they correspond to a single deterministic RTHS. The376

stochastic results refer to the outcomes from the 200 RTHS evaluations. In both377

deterministic (nominal) and stochastic cases, the parameters 00, 10 of �< vary as378

displayed in Figure 9.379

As mentioned above, the performance of the tracking controller is assessed by380

how close to zero the performance metrics are. From Table 2 and Figure 8, it can be381
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Figure 9. Applied variations in the parameters of the plant and the identified values from the real-time model

identification algorithm: (a) 00, (b) 01, (c) 10 and (d) 11.

appreciated that �1, �2 and �3 are quite small and hence the proposed control scheme can382

adequately regulate the desired plant output even under the presence of hybrid model383

parameter and plant dynamics variations, proving as well its robustness.384

Figure 9 also presents in red color the parameters of the plant dynamics that the385

real-time model identification algorithm estimates at each control interval. As stated in386

Eq. (28), for the first 5 seconds of the simulation there is no input (zero values) to the387

hybrid model and hence the output is also zero. As a result, the identification algorithm388

returns zero values. It can be observed that after the first 5 seconds, the algorithm starts389

to respond. Recall that there were no applied variations for 01 and 11. However, the390

algorithm fails to accurately identify these two parameters (Figures 9b,d). Nevertheless,391

their deviation is relatively small. Regarding 00 and 10, the predictions are satisfactory392
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Figure 11. Torque responses of the engine NS:

reference g4=A4 5
and measured g4=.

as shown from Figures 9a,c. Figure 10 displays the overall identification error of the393

real-time model identification algorithm, defined as:394

Y(C) =
H(C) − Hpred (C)

max |H(C) | × 100 [%] . (39)

FromFigure 10, it can be stated that the overall identification error is quite small and thus395

the parameter identifications are acceptable. It should be noted that the performance396

of the real-time model identification algorithm is crucial for the overall performance of397

the adaptive MPC. The model that the algorithm identifies is used internally in MPC as398

its prediction model. Hence, faulty system identification of the plant could yield large399

tracking errors.400

Figure 11 displays, for the nominal RTHS case, the reference values of the plant,401

namely the output of the engine NS g4=A4 5
, and the plant output, namely the input402

to the vPS, g4=. An ideal tracking controller should be able to compensate for the403

actuation system dynamics so that g4=A4 5
and g4= are as close as possible. As shown404

from Figure 11, the tracking error between the two signals is very small indeed.405

Based on the above results, the proposed tracking controller can provide the desired406

performance and at the same time be robust to hybrid model and actuation system407

variations, as well as to the introduced disturbances and measurement noise. Addition-408

ally, using the proposed tracking controller, the tracking errors and time delays that are409

introduced due to the inherent dynamics of the actuation system used, are satisfactorily410
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compensated, enabling thus RTHS outcomes of high fidelity. As a result, the proposed411

control scheme is demonstrated to be suitable for RTHS.412

5. Conclusions413

In this study, a novel tracking controller for dynamics compensation in real-time414

hybrid simulation was proposed. Although real-time hybrid simulation is an effective415

testing technique, it is challenging as the inherent dynamics of the actuation system416

introduce time delays that require compensation. Therefore, a good tracking controller is417

an element of the physical specimen testing setup needed to obtain high fidelity real-time418

hybrid simulation. The proposed control scheme is an extension of the model predictive419

control presented in [21] to include an adaptive behavior. It is based on adaptive420

model predictive control, a linear time-varying Kalman filter, and a real-time model421

identification algorithm. For the latter, ARX polynomial models are identified in real-422

time to estimate the changing plant dynamics and are used to update the predictionmodel423

of the model predictive controller. A parametric virtual real-time hybrid simulation424

case study is used to validate the performance and robustness of the proposed control425

scheme. In particular, the plant dynamics were varying during the simulation in the426

presence of disturbance and measurement noise, additive to its output. Additionally,427

parameters of the hybrid model were chosen and assigned with random values via428

prescribed probability distributions. A total of 200 samples were generated and 200429

hybrid simulation evaluations were performed to assess whether the proposed control430

scheme is robust and preserves the desired performance. Results indicate that the431

controller can guarantee small tracking errors under uncertainties that may be present432

during the hybrid simulation. As a result, the effectiveness of the proposed control433

methodology was demonstrated proving that the adaptive model predictive control is434

a suitable approach for real-time hybrid simulation. Future work aims to deploy the435

proposed tracking controller in a test bench as well as to examine how multiple model436

predictive controllers could coordinate in real-time, controlling multiple individual437

physical substructures of a hybrid model.438
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6. Data Availability Statement439

All data and code that support the findings of this study are available from the440

corresponding author upon reasonable request.441
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